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Kita or Kami, the English-Indonesian Translation of Subject 'We' in the
Clauses of Our Daily Bread September 2014 Edition Based on the Finite
Verbal Operator is a descriptive qualitative research that trying to find the
meaning of the subject 'ive' in the clause of Our Daily Bread September 2014
edition in Bahasa Indonesia based on the finite verbal operator.
As an enorrnous and irnportant activity in the modern world that becomes
a subject of interest to linguists and translators, any theory of translation must
drarv upon a theory of language or a general inguistic theory. One of the popular
linguistic is systernic function grammar. In systernic function grarnrnar, rve learn
that every sentence or a clause alu'ays has Subject and Predicate. This is called
Mood elements. Mood element consists of Subject and finite. Subject could be
noun or personal pronoun. 'We' is one of those included as personal pronoun. In
Bahasa Indonesia, subject 'we' has two rneaning, kita (inclusive) and kami
(exclusive). Finite element, the verbal operator that expressing tense or rnodality
can be divided into two major classifications, temporal finite verbal operator and
modal finite verbal operator. Temporal finite verbal operator, related to the time
of speaking is classified into present, past and future. While modal finite verbal
operator which related to the degree ofjudgement of the speaker is classified into,
low, median and high.
The data analysis shows that present dominates the verbal finite operators
in the clause of Our Daily Bread September 2014 edition that used subject 'we'. It
rs 62.920/o. Low modal finite operator follows it with 19.10%. Future finite verbal
operator is following with 8.995. Past'finite verbal operator is 6.74Yo. Median
modal finite operator is the next verbal finite operator with 2.25%. There is no any
high modal verbal finite operator found in the Septernber 2014 edition of Our
Daily Bread.
Overall, kita dominates the translation of subject we in the clauses of Our
Daily Bread September 2014 edrtion with 84.27%. It is then followed by kami,
l0.ll% and others are 5.620/o. Based on the finite verbal operator, if it is present,
future and low modal finite operator, kita dominate the translation subject we. The
finding is contradictive for the clause with the past finite verbal operator, where
kami domrnate the translation of subject we.
In conclusion, the research results that the translation of subject 'we' in the
clauses of Our Daily Bread September 2014 Edition are likely tobe kita when the
finite verbal operator are present, future or low modal operator, and kami
whenever the finite verbal operator are past or median modal operator.
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